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CRYPTO EXCHANGER  

 

A unique software and hardware system, which 

controls a network for client-based terminals, 

represents a small device (sized a banking plastic 

card) about 5 mm thick. It allows its owner more 

simply and in accelerated mode to transact 

operations with crypto- currency: i.e. currency 

exchange, sales for currency, purchase of goods and 

services for currency. Likewise, the device 

maintains such functions as digital signature and 

microchips of conventional bank cards. Actually 

this device makes it possible the application of 

crypto-currency for everyday domestic needs of the 

consumer: to make purchases in stores and at the 

market, mutual payments in taxi, subways, cafes, 

and other outpayments. Having such a facility at 

hand, its owner does not need to keep in mind 

logins and passwords. This will make it accessible 

for majority of people, as well as to input any 

additional data when committing payment 

transactions (a processing center will do this job instead of them). Its usage is  also simple as with 

conventional wallet with paper money and plastic cards:  

«Get and pay!  This G&P principle known to world traders can become both a device name, and 

initiate a world fashion (exclusive of banks and dealers) for such-like payments.  

The device itself, in its own way, is a high-power computer, is plugged to a protected crypto-

network of similar wallets, and those ones are in their turn synchronized with a central server 

(where coins are gained and distributed).  

In this manner, the user assets, coins, and one can get another data as on any computer, are retained 

in his permanent disposal, and passing from paying office to paying office (from wallet to wallet) 

in a mode of local, crypto secure network, such wallets (crypto secure network), but at the same 

time an issuer processing center,- COIN, in a mirror-like mode, tracks such transfers, and legally 

accompanies all transactions. Namely, it fulfils the role of Bank. For instance: you buy an 

Exchanger for 20 -30 dollars, the same kind of thing is done by all our 2 000 000 partners + selling 

agents, plus all who wish to utilize our coin. A petrol seller (one of those persons who bought  

Exchanger), for example, a person who buys wholesale petrol by 50 percent cheaper than a selling 

price can propose it to the community when selling via Exchanger not at market price, but at a 25-

30% discount. This will be mutually profitable both for sellers and for all us who will be engaged 

in this operation, provided that, ANY commodity or service can be proposed, (i.e. you bought or 

produced, grew, made it at one price and will propose it to the whole community at the price which 

is beneficial for all), but to take advantage of that, (to sell its goods, service or what else), can be 

made only by those who will buy the Exchanger. Since the Exchanger makes all settlements via 

crypto-currency, the coins on our exchange will be more in-demand, people will purchase training 

packs, and will raise a coin, in this regard, will get all our splits, bonuses etc. This will significantly 

re-energize the influx of people to our community, and will make our coin highly sought on our 

exchange, whereon its price will go upwards, and one may not have to go to open exchange until 

all coins will be obtained!  
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This device will make Coin a number 1 currency in the world. The Coin owners can become 

operators, offering services on distribution of crypto Exchanger throughout the world. When 

network connecting of wallets, strategic commercial suppliers of goods and services, (products, 

constructions etc.) Coin can be a currency, which gives discounts, either advantages and bonuses 

when paying for commodities and services. By the analogy with promotion actions of company 

VISA: Pay by Visa - get a gift. The owners of MasterCard – Pay by MasterCard - increase your 

discount etc. The CRYPTO Exchanger will be the first in the world a device able functionally and 

entirely to replace for consumer both a wallet with money in cash and credit bank plastic cards, 

not appearing a banking product in this regard.  

        Examples of Coin application: (when utilizing CRYPTO Exchanger)  

1) A special sales promotion from sellers and producers – pay by coin and get a discount. In 

other words a customer, who repays not by traditional money, but by Coin, can get the 

same goods or service by better price. Application of Exchanger will significantly facilitate 

this procedure due to the fact that the price is   regulated in the interior, (among those who 

will buy Exchanger) without various additional charges for taxes, rents and etc. 

2) Issue goods obtained or purchased on our internal exchange for your coins. Namely, the 

market newcomers, companies wishing to raise the customer amounts, for instance a newly 

opened or highly competitive coffee shop, barbershops, dentistry, ateliers dry-cleaners etc. 

can propose to the dedicated customers to pay for their services by crypto currency, thus, 

attracting a new clientage, and permitting for customers to cash their coins.  

3) Special services and dealers’ services, including commission charges, are 

monetized by crypto at the expense of mixed payment, for example, partially a customer 

pays in currency and partially by crypto, in this way, a seller can cast a crypto to a dealer, 

gaining net revenue for commodity.  

4) A Friend-Or-Foe service at the acutely competing markets, for instance, fueling up. A 

person repaying by crypto, not accurately checking and is not a cop, which rapidly 

popularizes a similar settlement.   

5) A depositing and crediting service of Coin on internal wallets - people exchanging Coin 

and crediting of crypto wallets can get super profit, because crypto currency, just as game 

pieces in casino, does not bear psychological stress onto philistine, it is easy to spend and 

easier to entrust to other people.  
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